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Thanks to Ken Dagel’s organizing  efforts, the Charlotte 
AAG meetings were quite a success.  In all, CARLU 
sponsored or co-sponsored eleven paper sessions.  Ken 
collected all the abstracts and organized the sessions 
around the themes that emerged.  His method was so 
successful that members present at the business meeting 
decided to continue that format.   This does not, however, 
preclude interested members from organizing special, 
thematic sessions.  Ken’s organizing work represents a 
huge contribution to CARLU; special thanks are in order.   
 
Leslie Durham has volunteered to serve as CARLU paper 
session organizer for the Fort Worth meetings.  This is a 
big job, so help Leslie out by getting your abstracts to her 
at the address given elsewhere in this newsletter as soon 
as possible.  If you are interested in organizing a special 
theme paper session, let Leslie know that, too.   
 
CARLU worked cooperatively with the Rural Development 
Specialty Group in Charlotte, to the advantage of both 
groups.  We co-hosted a reception following the CARLU 
business meetings that gave members the opportunity to 
meet and mingle together informally.  It was so enjoyable 
that we are planning another joint reception at Fort Worth, 
perhaps following a special, co-sponsored guest speaker.  
CARLU and RDSG co-sponsored several joint paper 
sessions at Charlotte, minimizing areas of overlap.  This 
resulted in sessions with tighter themes than might 
otherwise have been possible.  We will continue to work 
with RDSG, as well as with other groups. 
  
CARLU will co-sponsor a special joint session with RDSG 
at Fort Worth.  RDSG has invited Wes Jackson, founder of 
The Land Institute, to speak at this session.  Those of you 
who have heard Wes Jackson speak will need no 
encouragement to attend this session.  Those of you who 
 

haven’t had the opportunity to hear him will want to take 
advantage of this chance. 

 REMARKS FROM THE CHAIR 
  
CARLU, the Political Geography Specialty Group, and 
RDSG are inviting Jim Hightower, past Texas 
Commissioner of Agriculture and author of Hard Tomatoes, 
Hard Times to speak at a special session.  Jim Hightower 
also is a speaker you won’t want to miss. 
  
The 28th International Geographical Congress will be held 
at the Hague this August 4-10.  For those of you who are 
unable to attend, there will be a special report in the next 
CARLU newsletter. 
  
Congratulations to CARLU members Duane Nellis, 
Rebecca Roberts, and Lizbeth Pyle.  Duane and Rebecca 
have been elected to the AAG Council.  Lizbeth Pyle will 
represent the South East Division at the Council.   
 
Do you need a change of pace?  Consider preparing a 
poster instead of a paper for the Fort Worth meetings.  
AAG continues to encourage this since a higher proportion 
of posters would require the booking of fewer concurrent 
rooms.  This would allow the annual meetings to be held in 
smaller cities.   If enough CARLU members were 
interested, we could sponsor or co-sponsor a special 
poster session.  Currently the CARLU board does not know 
how many members regularly present posters.  If you 
normally participate in the poster sessions or are interested 
in doing so at the Fort Worth or Boston AAG, please let me 
know.  My address is listed in the officers directory of this 
newsletter. 
  
CARLU continues to go on line!  Thanks to David 
Lighthall’s efforts, the CARLU e-mail list allows the quick 
distribution of news.  If you are new to e-mail and want 
access to any late breaking CARLU news, let David know.  
His address is given in the officers directory of this 
newsletter.  This issue 
of the CARLU newsletter is the first to be distributed by 
e-mail as well as through the US mail.  Thanks to Lisa 
Harrington for making this significant upgrade. 

 AAG 1997 -Darrell Napton 



Leslie Duram has taken the task of organizing papers into 
coherent CARLU-sponsored sessions at the annual AAG 
meeting.  AAG’s next meeting is scheduled for Fort Worth, 
Texas, 1-5 April 1997.  Abstracts are due in to the AAG 
office by 10 September; to make sure there is enough time 
to get sessions organized and forward materials on to the 
AAG, please have abstracts and all registration materials 
for CARLU sessions in by 1 September.  Send materials to: 
 

Leslie Duram 
Department of Geography 
4520 Faner Hall 
Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale, IL 62901-4514 

 
Darrell Napton will be organizing a special session on the 
Great Plains.  Contact him for details. 
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Darrell Napton 
Department of Geography 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD 57007-0648 
605/688-4511 

 
                                                                        
Michael Troughton of the University of Western Ontario 
received the John Fraser Hart Award for Research 
Excellence, in recognition of his significant contributions to 
rural geography.  He is an internationally recognized and 
influential rural geographer.  Troughton was recognized at  
the AAG awards luncheon, and at a reception co-hosted by 
CARLU and the Rural Development Specialty Group.  The 
honor is well-deserved by someone who has been 
prominent in giving direction to rural geographic research. 
 
Leslie Duram (Southern Illinois University-Carbondale) has 
been selected as a Young Research Worker to attend the 
January 1997 Institute of British Geographers Conference. 
 She was nominated to the Rural Geography Study Group 
by CARLU; after then being nominated by RGSG to the 
IBG, she was selected as one of the eight Young 
Researchers to be hosted by the IBG.  Duane Nellis, Janel 
Curry-Roper, and Lisa Harrington are previous IBG Young 
Resarchers sponsored by the RGSG, after nomination by 
CARLU. 
It is important to note the awards below, as the next 
newsletter (due to ‘popular’ demand) will not be published 
until after the preliminary program for the AAG meeting 
comes out, and so may not be timely as a reminder to get 

nominations/applications in to the awards committee. 
 
This is the first CARLU newsletter being “widely” distributed 
via e-mail (to those who have requested it).  If you  would 
like to be added to the electronic mailing list, please let me 
know (lharrin@ksu.ksu.edu). 
 
Articles about rural and agricultural geography programs, 
including the components of various  academic 
departments that address issues related to CARLU 
interests, are needed.  In the last issue, an article about the 
new Rural Geography-focused PhD program at Kansas 
State University was the first featured program--hopefully 
not the last. 

 
The next newsletter 'deadline' is 20 January 1997. 
 
 
Hart Award 
The CARLU Committee on Awards and Honors seeks 
nominations for the John Fraser Hart Award for Research 
Excellence.  The award was established to recognize the 
contributions of John Fraser Hart and will be presented to 
recognize a scholar who has achieved and maintained 
excellence in the fields of agricultural and/or rural 
geography research. 
 
Scholars recognized by this award must be members of 
both the AAG and CARLU.  Candidates may be nominated 
by any AAG member.  Nominations should be received by 
Darrell Napton, CARLU Chair, by 15 November 1996.  
Nominees will be requested to submit two copies of their 
current curriculum vitae and the names and addresses of 
three referees to the Awards and Honors Committee.  The 
committee's recommendation will be forwarded to the 
CARLU Board of Directors for a final decision.  Previous 
recipients include Owen J. Furuseth, M. Duane Nellis, and 
Rebecca S. Roberts, and Michael J. Troughton. 
 

Student Paper Competition 
CARLU has allocated $50 prize for the best student paper 

in a CARLU session at the Fort Worth AAG meeting.  To 
enter the competition, students should submit three copies 

 AWARDS RECEIVED 

 FROM THE EDITOR 

 UPCOMING COMPETITIONS & 

 AWARDS 



of their abstract to Darrell Napton (see address at end of 
newsletter).  Please encourage students presenting 
suitable papers to enter the competition. 
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M. Duane Nellis and Rebecca S. Roberts were  elected  to 
the two available AAG National Councilor posts.   
 
Grants:  
Gigi Berardi and James Dix Alloway received a $1000 
grant from the Anne U. White Fund for “The Environmental 
Unsettling of Alaska--Settlement Patterns and Sanitation 
Problems in Village Alaska.” 
 
Lisa Harrington and John A. Harrington, Jr., received a 
$1000 grant from the Anne U. White Fund for “Evaluation 
of Vegetation Change in the Vicinity of Mount St. Helens.”   

 
 
CARLU has an internet discussion group, to address rural, 
agricultural, and natural resource issues in the US, 
Canada, and other developed countries.  The CARLU 
discussion group is managed by Ted Grossardt 
(thgros00@ukcc.uky.edu.  To subscribe to list CARLU, 
send the following command to listserv@lsv.uky.edu: 
 

SUBSCRIBE CARLU yourfirstname yourlastname 
 
Archives of CARLU mail items also are kept in weekly files. 
 If you wish to review these without subscribing, you may 
obtain a list of files in the archives by sending the following 
command to listserv@lsv.uky.edu: 
 

INDEX CARLU 
 
To send messages to other list members, use: 
carlu@lsv.uky.edu. 
 
 
Contemporary Agriculture and Rural Land Use Specialty 
Group (CARLU) 
 

 Treasurer's Report:  1995-1996 
 (April 4, 1995 to April 12, 1996) 
 
Employer Identification Number:  37-1276934 
Oneida Valley National Bank; Hamilton, NY  13346-1399 
  MEMBER NEWS 
 I. Checking Account 
    Balance:  April 12, 1995   $1,470.33 
        Expenses:  

Student Paper Award        50.00 
Fall Newsletter duplicating/mailing    230.28 
Spring Newsletter duplicating/mailing    185.68 
Cost of award plaque        20.00 

   -485.96 
        Income: 

AAG Specialty Group Dues (3-25-96)  +748.00 
 
    Balance:  April 12, 1996   $1,732.37 
 
 
II. John Fraser Hart Fund (Award for Research Excellence) 

Fund administered by the AAG:  Updated 
according to information supplied by the AAG (V. 
Veerappan, Comptroller; 4-26-96) 

 LISTSERV DISCUSSION GROUP  
    Balance:  December 31, 1994  $3,238.00 
 
        Interest, 1995       218.00 
        Contribution (from JFH)      500.00 

  +718.00 
        Administration Charges           -2.00 
 
    Balance:  December 31, 1995  $3,954.00 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 MINUTES 
 1996 CARLU GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING 
 
The CARLU General Meeting was held in Charlotte on 
April 12, 1996, in conjunction with the Association of 
American Geographers annual meeting.  Janel Curry-
Roper, Chair, brought the meeting to order. 
 
I. Minutes of the 1995 general business meeting were 

approved  with several minor corrections. 
 

ANNUAL REPORTS 

II. Announcements and Reports: 
 
A. Owen Furuseth provided a summary report on North 
Carolina Symposium held in the summer of 1995.  The 

meeting was regarded as a success by those in 
attendance.  Discussion proceeded to focus on changes in 
the upcoming meeting to be held in Canada in 1999.  Tim 
Rickard stressed the need to have a clear and early topical 
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focus in order to facilitate early recruitment and the 
publication of papers--there was a bit of a problem in this 
regard in the 1995 meeting.  Fraser Hart raised the idea of 
including rural geographers from Ireland, i.e., all 
anglophone nations.  This led to a discussion of increasing 
the number of participant slots beyond 45.  Michael 
Troughton pointed out that keeping the number to 45 
promotes an important dimension of the conference--social 
and professional interaction amongst a relative small 
group.  These issues are likely to be revisited in next year's 
meeting in Ft. Worth. 
 
B. The Chair drew everyone's attention to two meetings:  
the IGU's Study Group on the Sustainability of Rural 
Systems at The Hague in August, 1996 and the past IGU 
conference in Japan which was attended by at least one 
CARLU member in 1995. 
 
C. Lisa Harrington announced that Kansas State University 
now has a Ph.D. program that has an explicit rural studies 
focus. 
 
D. Michael Troughton invited everyone to the CAG meeting 
in Saskatoon in May. 
 
III. Other Business 
 
A. Specialty Group Chair's Issues and Other Topics: 
 
1. Darrell Napton announced that the AAG is requesting 
that specialty groups be given their members' dues in a 
single yearly reimbursement, rather than in three very 
unequal payments.  The group acceded to this. 
 
2. Darrell also announced that the Microcomputer Specialty 
Group has funds available for other specialty group appli- 
cations.  David Lighthall suggested that we try to get help 
from them in obtaining software to manage our email list. 
 
B. Review of Session Organization: 
 
1. In regards to the 1997 AAG meeting, Leslie Duram will 
assume responsibility for the coordination of CARLU 
sessions.  She would like to receive paper abstracts by 
Sept. 1 in order to submit prior to the AAG's deadline of 
Sept. 10. 
 
2. Ken Dagel was thanked for his coordination of the 1996 
sessions.  The group agreed that our new approach 
worked well this year but session chairs must also 
remember to contact presenters to ensure that discussants 
get the paper prior to the meeting.  One CARLU session 
was canceled, leaving one presenter and some attendees 
stranded.  There error seemed to lie in the AAG not 

indicating the cancellation on the roster outside the meeting 
room, or notifying CARLU so that another Chair could be 
provided.  The session cancellation was announced in the 
daily Geogram.  It was decided that in the future, CARLU 
will not sponsor any session without the approval of the full 
board.  In the past it has been left up to the discretion of the 
Chair. 
 
C. Nominating/Honors Committee Status:  The Chair raised 
the issue of whether the Chair should rotate to the 
nominating committee after their term is up.  Darrell Napton 
suggested that the Board of Directors serve as the 
Nominating Committee and a motion to that effect was 
carried.  The outgoing Chair of CARLU shall also serve on 
this committee for the sake of continuity. 
 
D. Timing of the Newsletter:  There was a discussion led by 
Lisa Harrington, current CARLU Newsletter editor, 
regarding the timing of the biannual newsletter.  Rebecca 
Roberts questioned whether the current mid-December 
edition should be delayed until the preliminary program 
listings for the AAG annual meeting are published, thus 
giving the group a clear sense of the upcoming sessions.  It 
was decided to do so.  Michael Troughton suggested that 
the newsletter be posted on the World Wide Web. 
 
E. Student Paper Award:  Tim Rickard led a discussion 
regarding the student paper award.  Despite some effort to 
encourage participation, there were no official entries in this 
year's competition.  The group agreed that the $50 limit is 
too low and will be substantially increased for 1997.  One 
option discussed was to contact all students whose 
agriculture or land use papers appear in the pre-conference 
program to see if they would like to enter, irrespective as to 
whether the session is CARLU-sponsored.  We also 
discussed moving from a paper-based judgement to a 
presentation-based judgement.  Tim Rickard proposed that 
we utilize the same solicitation procedure but shift to 
judging presentations rather than papers.  The motion was 
passed. 
 
III. Elections 
 
A. The Chair suggested that in order to promote the 
internal continuity the Secretary/Treasurer to be re-elected 
for one year so that the Chair's term did not coincide with 
the Sec/Treasurer's term.  David Lighthall was re-elected 
for one year as Sec./Treas. 
 
B. The Chair pointed out that with Gerald Walker's term 
expired as a Director, and that CARLU had now made the 
transition to our normal number of Directors under new two 
year terms (three in the past). 

C. The Chair announced several of the regional chairs  
were not being filled and that we should seek some 

candidates. 
 



D. Darrell Napton was nominated to the position of Chair, 
succeeding Jan Curry-Roper, and was unanimously 
elected. 
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IV. Treasurer's Report and the John Fraser Hart Fund 
 
A. David Lighthall reported that CARLU currently had a 
balance of $1,732.37.  Currently we are accumulating a 
balance in the checking account due to the increase in 
dues made two years ago.  We received $748 in dues for 
1996. 
 
B. While not reported at the meeting, the John Fraser Hart 
Fund currently has a balance of $3,954, an increase of 
$218 due to interest and $500 from contributions. 
 
C. There was some discussion about the nature and use of 
the John Fraser Hart Award, which is essentially an 
endowment set up through the AAG. 
 
V. Miscellaneous Business: 
 
A. There was a brief discussion led by Paul Frederic 
regarding problems with AAG field trips that may result in 
their future cancellation. 
 
B. The Chair announced that Leslie Duram was nominated 
by CARLU to the AAG for a Young Researcher Award 
which could carry with it support to participate in the 1997 
Institute of British Geographers Conference. 
 
C. Lisa Harrington announced that she will be organizing 
sessions on rural/agricultural topics for the upcoming 
Applied Geography Conference to be held in Kansas City 
in the fall of 1996. 
 
D. The meeting adjourned, following by an inaugural and 
enjoyable reception with the Rural Development Specialty 
Group. 

 
 
David Lighthall manages a list of CARLU members to 
whom CARLU notices are sent by e-mail.  If you wish to 
receive CARLU e-mail and have not, please contact David 
with your correct address.  Please note:  this is not the 
same as the list operated as a discussion group.  David’s 
e-mail address is:  dlighthall@center.colgate.edu 
E-mail addresses of CARLU members and interested 
associates occasionally are included in the newsletter.  

This is one of those occasions.  Send updates to Lisa 
Harrington.  
 
Alexander, J.C. jalexand@geohub.gcn.uoknor.edu 

(University of Oklahoma) 
Bowler, Ian irb@leicester.ac.uk 

(University of Leicester) 
Bryant, Chris bryant@ere.umontreal.ca 

(University of Montreal) 
Clark, Gordon gya011@lancaster.ac.uk 

(University of Lancaster) 
Cocklin, Chris geog-crc@geog.aukuni.ac.nz 

(University of Auckland) 
Duram, Leslie duram@siu.edu 

(Southern Illinois University) 
Everitt, John everitt@brandonu.ca 

(Brandon University) 
Furuseth, Owen fgg00ojf@unccvm.uncc.edu 

(University of North Carolina-Charlotte) 
Gayler, Hugh hjgayler@spartan.ac.brocku.ca 

(Brock University) 
Harrington, Lisa lharrin@ksu.ksu.edu 

(Kansas State University) 
Johnston, Tom johnston@hg.uleth.ca 

(University of Lethbridge) 
LeHeron, R.B. r.leheron@auckland.ac.nz 

(Massey University) 
Lighthall, David dlighthall@center.colgate.edu 

(Colgate University) 
Mason, Rob v5166e@templevm.bitnet 

(Temple University) 
Moran, Warren geog-wm@geog.aukuni.ac.nz 

(University of Auckland) 
Munton, Richard rmunton@geog.ucl.ac.uk 

(University College, London) 
Nellis, Duane mdngeog@ksu.ksu.edu 

(Kansas State University) 
Paulson, Deb debp@corral.uwyo.edu 

(University of Wyoming) 
Pease, Jim pease@bcc.orst.edu 

(Oregon State University) 
Pierce, John john_pierce@sfu.ca 

(Simon Fraser University) 
Pigram, John jpigram@metz.une.edu.au 

(Center for Water Policy Research) 
Pyle, Betsy u431f@wvnvm.wvnet.edu 

(University of West Virginia) 
 

Rickard, Tim rickard@ccsu.ctstateu.edu 
(Central Connecticut State University) 

Roberts, Rebecca rebecca_roberts@uiowa.edu 
(University of Iowa) 

 E-MAIL UPDATES 

E-MAIL ADDRESSES 



Mike Roche m.m.roche@massey.ac.nz 
(Massey University) 

Rumney, Tom rumneyta@snyplava.bitnet 
(State University of New York-Plattsburg) 

Smailes, Peter psmailes@arts.adelaide.edu.au 
(University of Adelaide) 

Solecki, Bill bsolecki@fsuaum 
(Florida State University) 

Sorensen, Tony asorense@metz.une.edu.au 
(University of New England) 

Thompson, Susan susan.j.thompson@dartmouth.edu 
(Bates College) 

Visser, Sent svo3@academia.swt.edu 
(Southwest Texas State University) 

Vogeler, Ingolf ivogeler@uwec.edu 
(University of Wisconsin) 

Wallace, Iain iwallace@ccs.carleton.ca 
(Carleton) 
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Chair: 
Darrell Napton (1996-1998) 
Geography 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD    
TEL: 605/688-4511             
FAX: 605/688-4030              
e-mail: NaptonD@mg.sdstate.edu                        
 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
David Lighthall (1996-1997) 
Department of Geography 
Colgate University 
Hamilton, NY  13346 
TEL: 315/824-7256 
e-mail: dlighthall@center.colgate.edu 
 
Directors: 
Ken Beesley (1995-1997a) 
Dept. of Humanities; PO Box 550 
Nova Scotia Agricultural College 
Truro, NS  B2N 5E3 
Canada 
TEL: 902/893-6593 
e-mail: kbeesley@cox.nsac.ns.ca 
Ken Dagel (1995-1997b) 

Department of Geography 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Lincoln, NE  68588-0135 
TEL: 402/472-6660 
e-mail: dagelke@griffon.mwsc.edu 
 
Leslie Duram (1995-1998) 
Dept. of Geography 
Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale, IL  62901-4514 
TEL: 618/536-3375 
e-mail: duram@siu.edu 
 
Ann Lewandowski (Student Rep. 1995-1997) 
Department of Geography 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN  55455 
TEL: 612/625-8591 
 
Regional Representatives: 
East Lakes  DIRECTORY OF KEY PERSONS 
Mike Brklacich 
Department of Geography 
Carleton University 
Ottawa, ON K1S 5B6 

 1995 Canada 
TEL: 613/788-2561 
FAX: 613/788-4301 
e-mail: mbrklac@ccs.carleton. ca 
 
Great Plains-Rocky Mountain 
M. Duane Nellis 
Department of Geography 
Kansas State University 
Manhattan, KS  66506 
TEL: 913/532-6727 
e-mail: mdngeog@ksu.ksu.edu 
 
Middle Atlantic 
Calvin R. Thomas 
Geography and Regional Planning Department 
Salisbury State University 
Salisbury, MD  21801 
TEL: 301/543-6460 
 
Middle States 
vacant 
 
New England-St Lawrence 
Paul B. Frederic 
Department of Geography 
University of Maine-Farmington 
Farmington, ME  04938 
TEL: 207/944-3121 
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Pacific Coast 
vacant 
 
Southeastern 
Lizbeth Pyle 
Institutional Analysis & Planning 
P.O. Box 6710 
West Virginia University 
Morgantown, WV  26506-6710 
TEL: 304/293-7664 or 4906 
FAX: 304/293-7652 
e-mail: u431f@wvnvm.wvnet.edu 
 
Southwestern 
Sent Visser 
Department of Geography and Planning 
Southwest Texas State University 
San Marcos, TX  78666 
TEL: 512/245-2171 
e-mail: svo3@academia.swt.edu 
 
West Lakes 
John Fraser Hart 
Department of Geography 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN  55455 
TEL: 612/625-6080 
 
Newsletter Editor: 
Lisa MB Harrington  
Department of Geography 
Dickens Hall 
Kansas State University 
Manhattan, KS  66506-0801 
TEL: 913/532-6727 
FAX: 913/532-7310 
e-mail: lharrin@ksu.ksu.edu 
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